Dear all,

A renovation of the Jelení lávka sluice and the adjacent footbridge is underway this year. Consequently there are restrictions in place on the pedestrian movement under the Cloak Bridge and afterwards also across the footbridge. Special caution must be taken when moving in these premises due to presence of building machinery. **We therefore recommend that group tours use the temporary spot for boarding and getting off the bus located in the bus station.** For more information refer bellow.

**Sluice reconstruction: January 2012 - March 2013**

1st stage of the reconstruction: until end June 2013 (establishment of arrival route for machinery, construction of reservoir on site and construction of sluice gate for boats)

2nd stage: until end September 2012 (extension of the arrival route for machinery, relocation of reservoir, construction of temporary bridge over Vltava river, injection of concrete to the lower sluice construction left of the sports sluice gate)

3rd stage: until end 2012 (relocation of reservoir, injection of concrete to the lower sluice up until the right bank)

4th stage: until end March 2013 (mounting of the mobile construction of the sluice, removal of reservoirs, removal of arrival route for machinery including removal of temporary bridge)

**Footbridge renovation: Mai – August 2012**

Renovation works on the footbridge across Vltava River are planned for a total of 4 months. A total closure of the footbridge is planned for a shorter period from Mai to July 2012.

During the 1st reconstruction stage a construction stage will be established.

During the 2nd stage the present footbridge will be demolished.

During the 3rd stage a new footbridge will be constructed.
Due to the footbridge closure the route from Bus Stop Chvalšinská Terminal to the town center will be prolonged by around 350 meters. In order to reach the town center comfortably and for boarding and getting off the bus we recommend using the existing Bus Stop Terminal at the main Bus Station.

**The BUS STOP terminal** is located at the bus station, a comfortable 10-minute walk from the town centre, 20-minute walk from the Castle
- The bus is allowed to stop at the BUS STOP terminal for a maximum of 20 minutes - Parking for Buses on P-BUS Chvalšinská Str.
- The nearest public paid WC is located in the service building at the bus station about 100 meters far. Opening hours: Mo-Fr 6 am - 6 pm; Sa-Su 8.30 am - 4.30 pm, Fee: 5,- CZK
- The next public WC is located in the Horní Street about 500 meters far. Opening hours: daily 7 am - 7 pm, Fee: 5,- CZK
For groups commencing their town tour with the Castle visit and will use the Bus Stop on Chvalšinská Street for boarding and getting off the bus we recommend using the following routes to enter the town center.

**The BUS STOP terminal** is located on Chvalšinská Street, a comfortable 10-minute walk from the town centre.
- The bus is allowed to stop at the BUS STOP terminal for a maximum of 30 minutes - Parking for Buses on P-BUS Chvalšinská Str.
- The nearest public, barrier-free WC is located in Parking Lot P1 (Jelení zahrada), about 250 meters towards the town and castle. Opening hours: daily from 8.00 am – 8.00 pm, Fee: 5,- CZK

**P-BUS parking**
- Please note: The P-BUS parking area is recommended only for long-term parking of empty tour buses. It is not intended for use as a meeting point for large groups.
- parking and services open non-stop
- services for drivers: rest area, TV, coffee, WC and shower facilities
- services for bus maintenance: washing station, cleaning area and waste pump
- technical services: repair shop, tyre maintenance
- parking area is about a 15 minute walk to the town centre
- parking capacity: 34 tour buses
- [www.ckrumlov.cz/parking](http://www.ckrumlov.cz/parking)